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Introduction: The role of "space weathering" (broadly defined in this context as regolith processes that alter 
the reflectance spectra of surface material on atmosphereless bodies) in the controversy over the asteroidal source 
of the ordinary chondrite meteorites has been the subject of lively debate. There has been general agreement on a 
few points: (1) The spectra of the ordinary chondrites and the spectra of most S-class asteroids do not match [I]. 
The possible exceptions are the asteroids in Gaffey's S(N) class which may be similar to some ordinary chondrites 
[2]. 2) That known regolith processes (shock, heating, melting, comminution, solar wind implantation, reduction 
of Fh+) do not alter ordinary chondrite spectra to the spectra of S-class asteroids [1,3,4]. This is not to say that 
space weathering does not alter the spectra of ordinary chondrites. We have samples of the surface material of 
ordinary chondrite asteroids. These are the dark matrix portions of the gas-rich ordinary chondrites, and, as their 
name implies, are all spectrally altered to a greater or lesser extent. This alteration consists of spectral darkening 
which lowers their reflectance and flattens their absorption features. Fanale and Clark illustrated the spectral 
effects of lunar "space weathering" and their relationship with S-asteroids and "unweathered" ordinary chondrites 
graphically in their 1993 LPSC abstract [5 ]  using the parameters of spectral slope, depth of the 1.0 ym band, and 
albedo. It is useful to examine the observed spectral "weathering" of ordinary chondrites in the same format to 
understand the relationships (or lack thereof) between weathered ordinary chondrites, lunar material, the S- 
asteroids, and other asteroid classes. 

Method: In the near-IR wavelength range the most immediately apparent spectral features of ordinary 
chondrites and S-type asteroids are: (1) albedo or reflectance at 0.56 pm; (2) the slope of the continuum; and (3) 
the depth of the 1 ym absorption band. The continuum slope is calculated as a linear fit from peak to peak around 
the mafk mineral band. By convention, the continuum is removed from the spectrum before band center position 
identification by ratioing the entire spectrum to the continuum slope. The band center is the minimization of the 
derivative of a polynomial fit to the absorption band near 0.95 pm. The band depth is then measured from the 
continuum to the band center [3]. 

Discussion: Shown in Figure 1 is a plot of continuum slope vs band depth for mature and immature Lunar 
Mare Basalts, an average of 23 ordinary chondrite meteorites, an average of 39 S-asteroids, an average of 4 gas- 
rich ordinary chondrites, and an average of 5 black ordinary chondrites. Weathering processes move the spectra of 
lunar mare basalts from the immature zone in the lower center toward the upper left of the slopelband depth space. 
This spectral "weathering path" reflects the extremely strong reddening of the mature lunar spectra along with a 
shallowing of absorption bands. The spectral effect of "space weathering" on ordinary chondrites is different. In 
both gas-rich and black ordinary chondrites band depth and continuum slope decrease. In the case of the gas-rich 
ordinary chondrites the continuum slope becomes slightly blue. The overall effect is to move away from the 
slopelband depth space of S-type asteroids and to move at right angles to the weathering path of lunar material. 
Figure 2 shows a similar result in albedolslope space. Once again the strong reddening of mature lunar material 
creates a spectral weathering path that goes from the left to right across the plot. In ordinary chondrites "space 
weathering" causes a reduction of both reflectance (albedo) and continuum slope. The spectral weathering path for 
this material is toward the lower left, again at right angles to the lunar case and away from the S-type asteroids. 
The slopelband depthtalbedo parameters for an average of six C-type asteroids are also plotted in Figures 1 and 2. 
"Space weathering" in ordinary chondrites does move in the direction of the parameter space occupied by the C- 
asteroids. This is not to say that all C-type asteroids are ordinary chondrite parent bodies. What these plots show 
is that known "space weathering" processes, as exhibited by meteorites in our collections, darken and flatten the 
spectra of ordinary chondrites. These processes create a spectral weathering path that is different from the path of 
lunar material and would push large ordinary chondrite parent bodies with "mature" surfaces (if any exist) toward 
the spectra of C-type asteroids. This suggests that large ordinary chondrite parent bodies that have accumulated a 
thick regolith would have spectra more similar to C-type asteroids. The implication is that some large anhydrous 
C-type asteroids in the inner asteroid belt may be ordinary chondrite parent bodies with "mature" space weathered 
surfaces. 

Arguments against significant "space weathering" on large ordinary chondrite parent bodies: (1) There are 
no large ordinary chondrite parent bodies because they have been ground-down to small sizes by the collisional 
evolution of the inner asteroid belt [6]: The asteroids that have been observed with ordinary chondrite-like spectra 
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are uniformly small. These include the main belt asteroid 3628 1979 WD (diameter 7 km) and the NEA 1862 
Apollo (diameter 1.5 km). However, these are objects with very low gravity and short collisional lifetimes that are 
unlikely to &velop or retain a regolith. The same collisional evolutim process has ahved a number of large 
inner-belt hydrated C-type asteroids to survive even thought they are thought to be umposed of relatively weak 
aqueously altered materials. (2) Impact prwsses would stripoff weathered material and excavate fresh material: 
Recent hydrocode modeling suggests that impacts "shake" rather than strip asteroids and are likely to leave 
xmmulated regolith soil intact [A. The fresh material that is excavated by larger impacts would be subject to the 
weathering effects of micrometeorite bombardment which effectively saturates and weathers exposed material on 
the Lunar surfax in 106 years. 

Conclusions: Spectral studies of gas-rich and shock-bladed otdinary chondrites show that space 
weathering processes darken and flatten ordinary chondrite spectra. This is a different spectral result then is seen 
in Lunar weathering processes. In spectral parameter space weathering drives ordinary chondrite spectra away 
from the parameters of S-asteroids and toward the parameters of C-asteroids. If large oPdinary chmdrite parent 
bodies have survived collisional evolutian and can retain a regolith, their weathered spectd properties would 
suggest looking for them among anhydrous inner-asteroid belt C-type asteroids. 
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